Heritage Advisory Panel Report
For the Meeting of January 11, 2022
To:

Heritage Advisory Panel

Date:

From:

John O’Reilly, Senior Heritage Planner

Subject:

Heritage Alteration Permit Application No. 00249 for 700 Government Street

January 6, 2022

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Heritage Advisory Panel (HAPl) is requested to review a Heritage Alteration Permit
Application for 700 Government Street and provide advice to Council.
Proposed is the removal of the remnants of the Captain Cook statue, consisting of a granite
plinth and bronze plaque, from the Inner Harbour Causeway. Installed in 1976, the Captain
Cook statue was a fibreglass copy of a British original and commemorated the 200th anniversary
of the voyage that brought Cook to what is now British Columbia. On Canada Day, 2021, the
statue was damaged and thrown into the inner harbour. Although the Greater Victoria Harbour
Authority (GVHA) salvaged a large piece of the statue, they does not believe the fibreglass
sculpture can be repaired. In addition, the GVHA has consulted with local First Nations, and
based on these consultations, does not wish to reinstate, or reproduce the sculpture.
The statue is not heritage-designated or listed as a protected heritage property on the City of
Victoria Register of Heritage Properties. The 1994 designation report and updated 2004
statement of significance for the property do not identify the statue as a character-defining
element or a contributor to the heritage value of the causeway. The Official Community Plan,
2012 (OCP) and Downtown Core Area Plan (DCAP) heritage policies focus on the conservation
of heritage property, and do not apply to other types of property or features of a heritage
property that are not listed as character-defining elements. Although the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (the “Standards and Guidelines”)
anticipates situations where a later addition to a heritage property acquires heritage value over
time, neither the 1994 report or 2004 statement of significance assigned any acquired value to
the statue, despites its longstanding presence.
Staff are looking for commentary from the Heritage Advisory Panel with regard to:
•

Appropriateness of removing the statue and plinth from the causeway

Under a 2006 legal agreement, the City has an option to buy back the statue or any number of
listed objects if they are no longer required by the GVHA.
The Options section of this report provides guidance on possible recommendations the Panel
may make, or use as a basis to modify, in providing advice on this application.
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Description of Proposal
Proposed is the removal of a granite plinth and bronze plaque from the Inner Harbour
Causeway.
The proposal includes the following major design components:
•

Removal of the granite plinth and bronze plaque from the Inner Harbour Causeway and
repairs to the area to match the existing sidewalk material and pattern.

Description of Historic Place
The 1994 statement of significance for the inner harbour causeway describes its significance as
follows:
“The Causeway wall was constructed in 1903 to allow the filling in of the mud flats which
existed to the east in James Bay. It replaced a wooden James Bay bridge which was in
a state of disrepair. The causeway as designed by City Engineer C .E . Topp and
constructed at a cost of $ 150,000 following approval of a referendum on the " James
Bay Flats Reclamation Bylaw" of 1901. This, in turn, led to the negotiations with the CPR
in which the City offered the company concessions for this land in return for the
construction of the Empress Hotel. Designed by Frances Rattenbury and completed in
1908, the hotel established Victoria as a primary tourist destination on the west coast of
Canada.
The lower causeway was added in 1974. The lighting bollards were designed by the
noted Canadian architect, Arthur Erikson. The chain and bollard design follows the
original bollard design used in front of the Legislative Buildings at the turn of the century.
The causeway wall was a prominent feature in an early sketch of the Inner Harbour by
Frances Rattenbury showing an early view of the Empress Hotel, Post Office and
Legislative Buildings.”
The 2004 statement of significance is attached to this report. It elaborates on the significance of
the 1974 Lower Causeway and lists character-defining elements, but does not include the
statue. Neither the 1994 report or 2004 statement of significance cite the statue.
The Captain Cook statue was installed on the causeway in 1976 to commemorate the 200th
anniversary of the voyage that brought Captain Cook to the coast of Vancouver Island near
Nootka Sound. The statue cost $9,000 and was constructed of “polybronze” fiberglass material.
Mayor Peter Pollen commissioned the statue and funded it through an organization called the
Victoria Regional Environmental Enhancement Foundation. The statue was a copy of a bronze
original that stands at Cook’s home port of Whitby, England. The original statue was designed
and constructed in 1912 by Scottish Sculptor John Tweed.
Consistency with Policies and Design Guidelines
Official Community Plan
The proposal is consistent with the policies of the Official Community Plan (OCP, 2012), which
promotes the conservation of heritage property for current and future generations. The statue
is not listed as a heritage property on the City of Victoria Register of Heritage Properties or
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identified as a character-defining element. Its removal would therefore not impact the heritage
value or character of the causeway.
Downtown Core Area Plan
The proposal is consistent with the heritage objectives of the DCAP, which encourages owners
to retain, protect and improve real property with heritage character as a benefit to the
public.
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
According to the Standards and Guidelines, heritage value is defined as follows:
“the aesthetic, historic, scientific, cultural, social or spiritual importance or significance for
past, present and future generations. The heritage value of an historic place is embodied
in its character-defining materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and
cultural associations or meanings.”
Heritage value is protected or enhanced through the preservation, rehabilitation or restoration of
a property’s character-defining elements, as defined in a statement of significance. In this case,
the statue was not identified as an aspect of the property’s heritage value or a characterdefining element in the 1994 report about the causeway designation or the 2004 updated
statement of significance. Removal of the statue has a net neutral impact on the property’s
heritage value.
Regulatory Considerations
The City will request that the GVHA reinstate the surface underneath the statue plinth so that it
matches its surroundings.
ISSUES AND ANALYSIS
The following section identifies and provides a brief analysis of the areas where the Panel is
requested to provide commentary. The Panel’s commentary on any other aspects of the
proposal is also welcome.
Appropriateness of the Heritage Alteration
The Captain Cook statue had no formal heritage status and is not listed as a contributor to the
causeway’s heritage value. It is not listed as a character-defining element in the statement of
significance. In light of these factors, the panel is asked to confirm the appropriateness of
removal.
OPTIONS
The following are three potential options that the Panel may consider using or modifying in
formulating a recommendation to Council:
Option One
That the Heritage Advisory Panel recommend to Council that Heritage Alteration Permit
Application No. 00249 for 700 Government Street be approved as presented.
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Option Two
That the Heritage Advisory Panel recommend to Council that Heritage Alteration Permit
Application No. 00249 for 700 Government Street be approved with the following changes:
•

as listed by the Panel.

Option Three
That the Heritage Advisory Panel recommend to Council that Heritage Alteration Permit
Application No. 00249 for 700 Government Street does not sufficiently meet the applicable
design guidelines and polices and should be declined (and that the key areas that should be
revised include):
•

as listed by the Panel, if there is further advice they would like to provide on how the
Application could be improved.

ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attachment A - Subject Map
Attachment B - Aerial Map
Attachment C - Applicant’s letter dated December 10, 2021
Attachment D - Staff Report- November 25, 2004
Attachment E - Staff Report- August 26, 1994
Attachment F - Statement of Significance
Attachment G - Daily Colonist Articles- July 13, 1976 and December 10, 1975

cc: Mark Crisp, Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
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ATTACHMENT A

ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C

December 10, 2021
Mayor and Council
The City of Victoria
City Hall
1 Centennial Square
V8W 1P6
RE: Removal of Captain Cook Plinth Upper Causeway Government Street
Dear Mayor and Council,
Greater Victoria Harbour Authority (GVHA) is requesting approval for a Heritage Alteration
Permit for the following project:
A. Removal of the remaining Statue plinth, that supported the Captain Cooks Statue, located at
the top of the central stairs on the causeway.
Please refer to Attachment A provided with this submission.
Captain Cooks Plinth Removal
The statue was damaged and removed during a demonstration on July 1, 2021, and is beyond
repair. GVHA’s First Nations Economic Development Committee, on which both Esquimalt and
Songhees Nations sit, met in early November, and discussed the issue. Subsequently, it was
determined by the Committee that the remaining plinth and attached plaques should be
removed. If possible, GVHA will make every effort to salvage the granite panels forming the
plinth. GVHA will shall make good the paving area to match the existing surrounding paving
pattern.
At this stage GVHA does not intend for any immediate replacement of the statue with another
cultural artifact. Discussions are ongoing with the GVHA First Nations Economic Development
Committee about the future use of this area.
Contract of Sale of Goods Agreement City of Victoria and GVHA - August 2006.
A copy of the Agreement signed on August 26, 2006, between The City of Victoria and GVHA to
allow the city to repurchase of any artifacts that are removed, is provided as Attachment B of
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GVHA HAP APPLICATION
CAPTAIN COOK PLINTH REMOVAL
DECEMBER 10,2021

this submission. This Agreement included the Captain Cook Statue erected in 1976. A copy of
that agreement is provided as Attachment B of this submission. GVHA acknowledges that the
City may exercise its right to repurchase these items based on the terms set out in the
Agreement.
GVHA is happy to provide any additional information as required on this matter.
Sincerely,

Mark Crisp
Director, Infrastructure
Greater Victoria Harbour Authority
Tel: 250 383 8300 x 228
mcrisp@gvha.ca
Cc. Ian Robertson, CEO, GVHA
Judith Ethier, CAO, GVHA
Judy Kitts, First Nations Engagement Manager
Darren Morson Director, Operations, GVHA
Brian Cant, Director, Communications & Engagement
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Attachment A – HAP Application Materials
Figure 1 Location of Projects 1A and 1B

Civic
Address
PID
Plan
Number
Legal
Description
Zoning
DPA

700 Government Street, Victoria BC V8W 1W5
025-392-573
VIP73552
LOT A VICTORIA PLAN VIP73552 OF THE BED OF VICTORIA HARBOUR, PLAN
VIP219, VICTORIA LAND DISTRICT, THAT PART OF THE BED OF VICTORIA
HARBOUR (FRONTING LOTS 5 AND 6, BLOCK 70, PLAN 219) AS SHOWN
COLOURED RED ON PLAN DEPOSITED UNDER DD 75157G.
IH-PARK/IH-PARK-R
Development Permit Area DPA 9 (HC)
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Attachment A – HAP Application Materials
Project 1 A- General Viewpoints of Original Statue and Plinth
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Attachment A – HAP Application Materials

Damaged Statue recovered from Water.
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Attachment A – HAP Application Materials

Plinth to be removed – Damage from Protest Event
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Date :

November 25, 2004

To:

Mayor and Council

From :

Steve Barber, Heritage Planner

Department:

Planning& Development

Subject:

The Lower Causeway, Inner Harbour, - City
request for heritage designation

Executive Summary
This is a request from City Council to designate the lower causeway of the Inner
Harbour as a municipal heritage site.
Recommendation
That, whereas the lower causeway of the Inner Harbour is of heritage significance, the
City of Victoria designate it as a municipal heritage site.

Respectfullysubmitted,

Richard Linzey, Heritage Planner
Planning& Development
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Statement of Significance
Description of Historic Place
The historic place is a wide, formally-designed section of the public promenade skirting the
perimeter of Victoria’s Inner Harbour. It comprises a quayside walkway flanked by a raised area
of planting, incorporating treed seating areas, set against the rustic stone retaining wall of an
older causeway.

HeritageValue
The heritage value of the lower causeway resides in its strategic role in the development of
Victoria’s urban environment, for the way it reflects the changing role of Victoria’s urban
environment, for its design, and its use.
Completed in 1974, the lower causeway was the key recommendation, and the most tangible
outcome, of Arthur Erickson Architects’ 1973 Inner Harbour Study, commissioned by, and
written in collaborationwith the City of Victoria, to consider enhancing the living and working
environment of the Inner Harbour as its role as a commercial port and industrial margin
declined. This innovative study, the first to look at the entire shoreline of that area, provided
design guidelines, that could be used by the City to make the shoreline accessible to the public.
The guidance is of interestfor reflecting the spirit of the age, focusing on people, health and
play rather than machines, commerce, and work.
Designed by Vancouver architect and waterfront design specialist, Norm Hotson, while at Arthur
Erickson’s office, and one of the last major projects engineered by City of Victoria staff, the
causeway is of significance as a piece of enduring 1970s urban design. Its popularity as an
open-air market,tourist destination, and attractive urban park are testament to the success of its
design
The form of the lower causeway is of value for the way it reflects the principles undertying
Erickson’s architecture.Spatially, the provision of a dedicated pedestrian route away from the
traffic along Government Street, the creation of areas for events and people watching, and the
integration of contemplativespaces, are characteristic of his landscape design at that time, as is
the sculptural use of “sitting and walking” steps and tiers to define spaces. The trees and low
hedges that provide shade and a windbreak, and the “mushroom lights” and contrasting paving
material at the promenade edge to avoid the use of railings are of interest for the way they
illustrate the architects’ lateral thinking on design issues.
The lower causeway has become, a significant public space at the heart of the city, used by
workers and visitors, market stall-holders, musicians and artists.

Character-Defining Elements
Watersidelocation
Public access by boat and on foot
The steps and tiers that create zones including the pedestrian zone, gathering areas,
and contemplative areas
The absence of buildings and signage
The integration with the fabric of the old stone causeway, including the visibility of the
rustic stone revetment as a backdrop to the lower causeway seating, and the adaptive
reuse of the old steamer steps to link new causeway to old
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Uninterrupted views along the lower causeway promenade and between the trees and
stone face of the old causeway
Trees in square planters shaped to permit views of the Inner Harbour from the benches
on the lower causeway, and from the parapet of the stone causeway behind
The curving of the causeway at the northeast and southeast corners
The paving materials including the exposed aggregate placed concrete, the quartzite
pavers at the water’s edge, and the state pavers in the seating areas
The universal including the benches on the upper tier, the octagonal planters arranged in
groups, the mushroom luminaires, the lighting poles
The careful positioning of elements throughout the lower promenade including the
alignment of trees, control joints and lighting poles, the centering of benches between
the trees, the even spacing of the lighting and step irons to the water

Official Community Plan / Neighbourhood Plans
The heritage designation of the lower causeway is consistent with Chapter 7 of the Official
Community Plan titled “Toward an Environmentally Sound Community”.
Topic (8) Heritage states the following objectives:
a)

To encourage the preservation and conservation of those sites, buildings and structures
which are of architectural and historical significance ...

C)

To maintain and develop regulatory controls which will assist in the conservation of
natural and built heritage resources, including view corridors.
Topic (8) Heritage also states the following policies:

ii)

Maintain and develop regulatory control such as heritage designations, Development
Permit Areas, Heritage Conservation Areas, temporary protection orders and other
mechanisms,including view corridor designations, for the protection of significant
heritage resources and areas.

The heritagedesignation of the lower causeway is consistent with policy for Development
Permit Area 2 (Heritage Conservation), Inner Harbour & Lower Douglas that requires
(b)
Heritage alteration permits ... only for buildings that are listed on the City’s Heritage
Registry or are subject to a Heritage designation Bylaw or a heritage covenant.

Zoning/Land Use
The heritage designation of the causeway is consistent with the 'IH Park’ zoning for the
property.

Condition/Economic Viability
The property appears to be in good condition.

Need for Financial Support
Unknown
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Telephone(604) 361-0382
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Memo to :

C. F. G. Crisp,

From :

Secretary

Re :

Designation of Inner Harbour Causeway- Request from
Heritage Advisory Committee

1.0

,

City

Manager

Heritage Advisory Committee

SWIwnry

This is a request from the Heritage Advisory Committeeto
designate the Inner Harbour causewaywall as a Municipal
Heritage

site

.

2 . C) ReconRnendation

That as the Inner Harbour causewayis an intact element of
the entire Inner Harbour and its fabric and integrity is
important and worthy of preservation, City Council designate
it as a Municipal Heritage site .
3.0

Background/Analysis

3.1

It has cometo the attention of the HeritageAdvisory
Committee
that during the Commonwealth
Games,
various

plaques and flags have been attached to the existing wall
which may have caused damage . The committee believed that

designation wouldhelp to provide moreprotection of the
wall in the future . At its meetingof August 23, 1994the
committee

3.2

passed the motion

noted

above .

The Inner Harbour causewaywas added to the Heritage

Registry by Victoria City Council on September27, 1990as
part

Plan

of the adoption

of

the

Downtown Heritage

Management

3.3 ' The causewaywall was constructed in 1903to allow the

filIIng

in of the mudflats which existed to the east in

James Bay.

It

replaced

a wooden

James Bay bridge

which

was

in a state of disrepair . The causewaywas designed by City
Engineer C.E. Toppand constructed at a cost of $150,000
following approval of a referendumon the " JamesBay Flats
Reclamation Bylaw" of 1901. This, in turn, led to the
negotiations with the CPRin which the City offered the
companytax concessionsfor this land in return for the
construction of the Empress Hotel. Designed by Frances
Rattenbury and completedin 1908, the hotel established
Victoria as a primary tourist destination on the west coast
of Canada .

3.4

The lower causeway was added in 1974 . The lighting bollards
were designedby the noted Canadianarchitect, Arthur
Erikson. The chain and bollard design follows the original
bollard design used in front of the Legislative Buildings at
the turn of the century. The causeway wall was a prominent
feature in an early sketch of the Inner Harbour by Frances
Rattenbury showingan early view of the EmpressHotel, Post
Office and Legislative Buildings .
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ATTACHMENT F

Statement of Significance- 700 Government Street
Description of Historic Place
The historic place is a wide, formally-designed section of the public promenade skirting the
perimeter of Victoria’s Inner Harbour. It comprises a quayside walkway flanked by a raised area
of planting, incorporating treed seating areas, set against the rustic stone retaining wall of an
older causeway.
Heritage Value
The heritage value of the lower causeway resides in its strategic role in the development of
Victoria’s urban environment, for the way it reflects the changing role of Victoria’s urban
environment, for its design, and its use.
Completed in 1974, the lower causeway was the key recommendation, and the most tangible
outcome, of Arthur Erickson Architects’ 1973 Inner Harbour Study, commissioned by, and
written in collaboration with the City of Victoria, to consider enhancing the living and working
environment of the Inner Harbour as its role as a commercial port and industrial margin
declined. This innovative study, the first to look at the entire shoreline of that area, provided
design guidelines, that could be used by the City to make the shoreline accessible to the public.
The guidance is of interest for reflecting the spirit of the age, focusing on people, health and
play rather than machines, commerce, and work.
Designed by Vancouver architect and waterfront design specialist, Norm Hotson, while at Arthur
Erickson’s office, and one of the last major projects engineered by City of Victoria staff, the
causeway is of significance as a piece of enduring 1970s urban design. Its popularity as an
open-air market, tourist destination, and attractive urban park are testament to the success of its
design.
The form of the lower causeway is of value for the way it reflects the principles underlying
Erickson’s architecture. Spatially, the provision of a dedicated pedestrian route away from the
traffic along Government Street, the creation of areas for events and people watching, and the
integration of contemplative spaces, are characteristic of his landscape design at that time, as is
the sculptural use of “sitting and walking” steps and tiers to define spaces. The trees and low
hedges that provide shade and a windbreak, and the “mushroom lights” and contrasting paving
material at the promenade edge to avoid the use of railings are of interest for the way they
illustrate the architects’ lateral thinking on design issues.
The lower causeway has become, a significant public space at the heart of the city, used by
workers and visitors, market stall-holders, musicians and artists.
Character-Defining Elements
•
•
•
•
•

Waterside location
Public access by boat and on foot
The steps and tiers that create zones including the pedestrian zone, gathering areas,
and contemplative areas
The absence of buildings and signage
The integration with the fabric of the old stone causeway, including the visibility of the

•
•
•
•
•
•

rustic stone revetment as a backdrop to the lower causeway seating, and the adaptive
reuse of the old steamer steps to link new causeway to old causeway
Uninterrupted views along the lower causeway promenade and between the trees and
stone face of the old causeway
Trees in square planters shaped to permit views of the Inner Harbour from the benches
on the lower causeway, and from the parapet of the stone causeway behind
The curving of the causeway at the northeast and southeast corners
The paving materials including the exposed aggregate placed concrete, the quartzite
pavers at the water’s edge, and the state pavers in the seating areas
The universal including the benches on the upper tier, the octagonal planters arranged in
groups, the mushroom luminaires, the lighting poles
The careful positioning of elements throughout the lower promenade including the
alignment of trees, control joints and lighting poles, the centering of benches between
the trees, the even spacing of the lighting and step irons to the water

-Approved in November/December 2004. See Designation Bylaw No. 05-35, Report to Council
dated November 25, 2004, by Richard Linzey, Heritage Planner
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